Heisterkamp Customer Portal
As a client of Heisterkamp you have the advantage of being able to track all activities off the trucks
that are driving for you. Live, 24/7 and from anywhere in the world via our own “Heisterkamp
Customer Portal”. On the next three pages you will find a short guide on how to use this portal.

Login
You can login on the website by clicking the link below.
Weblink: https://customerportal.heisterkamp.eu/
The password and username have been sent to you in a separate, automatically generated, email. If
you haven’t already received this email then please contact your Heisterkamp contact person.

Dashboard
When you enter the customer portal you will start at the dashboard. Here you will find the latest
news from Heisterkamp. Also you have the possibility to send us feedback regarding to the portal.
Please do not hesitate to comment us on our portal.

Navigation Center
On the left side of the page you will find the navigation center. Depending on the services you are
using you will find one or more of the following categories:
-

Users (overview)
Fleet - Truck overview
Fleet - Trailer overview (only trailers from Heisterkamp Trailer rental)
Breakdown Service case status overview
CMR Requests (overview)
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Truck Overview
Go to the navigation center, select Fleet and then Truck Overview. This option gives you an overview
of all the trucks that are connected to your account. The Heisterkamp dispatcher is in control of the
trucks you see and can add them in case trucks are lacking. In this overview you will find three
different sub-screens: Trucks, Maps and Messages.

Trucks
In the Trucks screen you see all your trucks and their current activities, drivers and last known
position. If you select a truck, the truck will be selected in the Map- and Messages screens as well. To
view all trucks in the Map- and Messages screens again, just click on the selected truck one more
time.
You can see the historic positions of a particular truck by selecting the truck and then clicking on
Positions in the upper right side corner. A screen will pop-up with the locations and the time that the
truck was there. Note: when you change the date you can also see the positions of the truck on
previous days.
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Map
In the map you see the current location of a truck. When you click on the button Change View, the
Map will increase in size.

It is also possible to replay the route that a truck took. For this option you can use the menu in the
upper left corner of this screen (play, pause, stop).

Messages
In this part of the page you can find all messages that were send to- and from the trucks. In the
default setting you will find the unread messages from all the trucks that are allocated to your
account. By clicking on a truck you will get an oversight off all messages sent to- and from this
particular truck. If you click on the truck a second time the screen will change back to the original
setting. To filter the messages further you have three different options:
-

Unread. All unread messages send by the truck(s).
Recent. All recent messages (last day)
Sent. All messages send (up to 200)

Unread messages are shown in Bold. Double click on the message to set it to read. Note: to sort the
data you can click on the specific column title (Vehicle, Name driver, Time etc.).
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Users
As standard Heisterkamp gives every client one account (administrator account). The person for
whom this account is created can then add as many accounts as he wishes.
To create a new account click on the option “Users” in the navigation center, then select “+ Add
User”. A pop-up screen will appear. Here you can select the different modules that you want the new
account to be registered for* (see image below).

Note: when you also select the option Admin the new user will also have the right to create new
accounts.

Click on Next. Now fill in the name and the email address of the new account holder. When you press
“Submit” an automatically generated email with the login will be send to the new account holder.
The new account will also be shown in de Users menu.

*the available modules depend on the services your account is registered for.
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